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proper borescope training from an experienced team helps ensure that
all inspectors correctly use and maintain their remote visual inspection
tools and provides a solid foundation for inspectors to develop their
borescope and failure analysis skills and techniques a number of topics
are covered including understanding borescope optics inspectors need
formal training to ensure borescoping is an effective non destructive
means of visually inspecting internal areas to detect distress in gas
turbine engine and aircraft components discover tailored borescope
inspection training for all skill levels from theoretical to practical sessions
we cater to diverse needs worldwide this course will familiarize the
student with the procedures required to assess the operational condition
of internal gas turbine components using borescope equipment duration
2 days target audience supervisors mechanical maintenance
prerequisites cylinder borescope inspection training video to help
technicians master the technique of performing this sort of
comprehensive cylinder inspection we created a 35 minute training video
aimed primarily at a p mechanics but also of interest to maintenance
involved aircraft owners the gas turbine maintenance awareness and
borescope training course is designed to provide personnel with a
general knowledge of the scope of work involved in scheduled turbine
maintenance inspections provide in depth knowledge of the turbine
component parts and the associated periodic maintenance on the turbine
unit as well as provide an it offers basic borescope training which is a one
day course as an introduction for those who have little or no previous
borescope inspection experience and it also offers advanced the pratt
whitney pw100 series engine borescope inspection course is designed to
meet the needs of a maintenance technician maintaining the pw100
series engine the course is a combination of the theory and practical
activities proper borescope training from an experienced team helps
ensure that all inspectors correctly use and maintain their remote visual
inspection tools and provides a solid foundation for inspectors to develop
their borescope and failure analysis skills and techniques borescope
course is designed to provide maintenance personnel with a general
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knowledge of the scope of work involved in scheduled turbine
maintenance inspections after much discussion with my company s
leadership team we decided to tackle this problem head on we invested
hundreds of hours developing a standardized borescope inspection
protocol a 35 minute train ing video a companion checklist and a detailed
user guide best borescope repair training and consulting jerry ewert and
jme technologies is a true pioneer and expert with over 35 years
providing thousands of direct borescope demonstrations on site an
example of a borescope training application for this paper a borescope
inspection training program should employ a learning method that
encompasses a building block approach the training should begin by
familiarizing students with the physical configuration of what is to be
inspected and the distress commonly encoun tered there borescopes are
useful tools for inspecting endoscope channels and interior components
which are otherwise obscured due to being narrow and encased in
opaque material their use is now recommended in many reprocessing
guidelines access ports practical training with all the necessary
equipment to make the inspection on each engine type identifies and
locates all the relevant information like endoscopy for the human body a
borescope can be used to inspect the inside of pipes it is a long tubular
optical device camera that illuminates and allows the visual inspection of
surfaces inside tubulars and chambers savvy s borescope initiative helps
a ps and aircraft owners diagnose cylinder issues early and accurately
often permitting fixes without costly cylinder replacement access savvy s
platform for simplifying borescope inspections with savvyfree and
savvyanalysis explanation and handling of borescope equipment safety
requirements and temperature limitations for borescope inspections
compressor combustion chamber turbine stages and components which
can be inspected by borescope inspection borescope ports to gain access
to the necessary inspection areas damage limits for relevant engine parts
this pilot study by epidemiologist cori l ofstead msph and colleagues finds
that a new borescope training model improves sterile processing
department spd personnel mastery and retention of complex skills a total
of nine certified spd personnel were involved in the study technical
training if you are a solar turbines equipment owner or operator click
here to find a training course in your region
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borescope training for renewable energy investing for the May 20
2024 proper borescope training from an experienced team helps ensure
that all inspectors correctly use and maintain their remote visual
inspection tools and provides a solid foundation for inspectors to develop
their borescope and failure analysis skills and techniques a number of
topics are covered including understanding borescope optics
borescope inspection training and certification 861706 Apr 19
2024 inspectors need formal training to ensure borescoping is an
effective non destructive means of visually inspecting internal areas to
detect distress in gas turbine engine and aircraft components
borescope inspection training aircraft engine borescope Mar 18 2024
discover tailored borescope inspection training for all skill levels from
theoretical to practical sessions we cater to diverse needs worldwide
gas turbine lm2500 gas turbine lm2500 borescope inspection Feb
17 2024 this course will familiarize the student with the procedures
required to assess the operational condition of internal gas turbine
components using borescope equipment duration 2 days target audience
supervisors mechanical maintenance prerequisites
savvy s borescope initiative savvyaviation Jan 16 2024 cylinder
borescope inspection training video to help technicians master the
technique of performing this sort of comprehensive cylinder inspection
we created a 35 minute training video aimed primarily at a p mechanics
but also of interest to maintenance involved aircraft owners
mnt301 1 gas turbine maintenance awareness gtma Dec 15 2023
the gas turbine maintenance awareness and borescope training course is
designed to provide personnel with a general knowledge of the scope of
work involved in scheduled turbine maintenance inspections provide in
depth knowledge of the turbine component parts and the associated
periodic maintenance on the turbine unit as well as provide an
advanced borescope inspection training aviation pros Nov 14 2023
it offers basic borescope training which is a one day course as an
introduction for those who have little or no previous borescope inspection
experience and it also offers advanced
p wc pw100 series borescope inspection course Oct 13 2023 the pratt
whitney pw100 series engine borescope inspection course is designed to
meet the needs of a maintenance technician maintaining the pw100
series engine the course is a combination of the theory and practical
activities
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borescope training for renewable energy investing for the future
Sep 12 2023 proper borescope training from an experienced team helps
ensure that all inspectors correctly use and maintain their remote visual
inspection tools and provides a solid foundation for inspectors to develop
their borescope and failure analysis skills and techniques
egt academy borescope training Aug 11 2023 borescope course is
designed to provide maintenance personnel with a general knowledge of
the scope of work involved in scheduled turbine maintenance inspections
teaching mechanics and owners how to do borescope Jul 10 2023 after
much discussion with my company s leadership team we decided to
tackle this problem head on we invested hundreds of hours developing a
standardized borescope inspection protocol a 35 minute train ing video a
companion checklist and a detailed user guide
training consulting borescope services jme technologies Jun 09 2023 best
borescope repair training and consulting jerry ewert and jme
technologies is a true pioneer and expert with over 35 years providing
thousands of direct borescope demonstrations on site
borescope inspection training and certification jstor May 08 2023
an example of a borescope training application for this paper a borescope
inspection training program should employ a learning method that
encompasses a building block approach the training should begin by
familiarizing students with the physical configuration of what is to be
inspected and the distress commonly encoun tered there
borescope inspection of endoscope working channels why and how Apr
07 2023 borescopes are useful tools for inspecting endoscope channels
and interior components which are otherwise obscured due to being
narrow and encased in opaque material their use is now recommended in
many reprocessing guidelines
rb211 524 borescope inspection rolls royce Mar 06 2023 access
ports practical training with all the necessary equipment to make the
inspection on each engine type identifies and locates all the relevant
information
borescope an overview sciencedirect topics Feb 05 2023 like
endoscopy for the human body a borescope can be used to inspect the
inside of pipes it is a long tubular optical device camera that illuminates
and allows the visual inspection of surfaces inside tubulars and chambers
borescope initiative savvyaviation Jan 04 2023 savvy s borescope
initiative helps a ps and aircraft owners diagnose cylinder issues early
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and accurately often permitting fixes without costly cylinder replacement
access savvy s platform for simplifying borescope inspections with
savvyfree and savvyanalysis
cfm56 borescope inspection training aviation courses Dec 03 2022
explanation and handling of borescope equipment safety requirements
and temperature limitations for borescope inspections compressor
combustion chamber turbine stages and components which can be
inspected by borescope inspection borescope ports to gain access to the
necessary inspection areas damage limits for relevant engine parts
new borescope training model improves spd or manager Nov 02 2022
this pilot study by epidemiologist cori l ofstead msph and colleagues finds
that a new borescope training model improves sterile processing
department spd personnel mastery and retention of complex skills a total
of nine certified spd personnel were involved in the study
borescope inspection procedures Oct 01 2022 technical training if you
are a solar turbines equipment owner or operator click here to find a
training course in your region
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